The purpose of this paper is to analyze quantitative learning motivation on G learning. For the purpose the paper has analyzed the learning motivation factors through students' review on G learning which had been done at La Ballona Elementary School in Culver City, USA in 2010. On the basis of contents analysis method, it showed what factors of G learning influenced students and raised their academic motivation. Students used the positive, active words such as good, fun, learn, accomplish, easy, quest in terms of learning process, interest and achievement. They also showed future G learning intention describing terms such as love and miss. Team Quest has been especially developed for G learning class this time. Students had to help each other to solve the team quests which is different from traditional textbook. The system raised students' academic motivation.
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[ [ Table 2] It was cool and fun! I like the gelly-bins they are cool. We are lucky to have them.
9/28/2010
The thing that went well was that I did my qwest. The thing that did not go well was I could not find enx more jell bean. I learn that if the number is dig then the other goes up. I fell happy that I finished the qwest. I difited the jellybean..
9/29/2010
Today we did not go on the computer because the computer did not work. My cericter has blue hair and a bow.
Date Unknown
Today it was fun. It is getting harder and harder because we have to find more monsters. .
If you find a jellmatking you need a lot of friend to help you. If you are treating groups. Look at your map. Do not go far away from were you are.
It was important to work as a team because it is easier to fight the monsters. I only thing that work well was we work as a team.
My team was the 7 th one to finished. I was the team leader today. I showed them the woppeys. Team work is important because you can finish faster.
Date Unknown G learning is so fun. I will miss it so much. I learn how to evaluate. The program help me by math is fun. G learning is a fun math game. [ 
